Towards a human proteomics atlas.
Proteomics research has taken up an increasingly important role in life sciences over the past few years. Due to a strong push from publishers and funders alike, the community has also started to freely share its data in earnest, making use of public repositories such as the highly popular PRIDE database at EMBL-EBI. Reuse of these publicly available data has so far been confined to rather specific, targeted reanalyses, but this limited reuse is set to expand dramatically as repositories continue to grow exponentially. Examples of large-scale reuse are readily found in other omics disciplines, where more comprehensive public data have already accumulated over longer periods. Here, a typical example of integrative data reuse is provided by the construction of so-called expression atlases. We here therefore investigate the issues involved in using the human data currently stored in the PRIDE database to construct a robust, tissue-specific protein expression atlas from tandem-MS based label-free quantification.